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If I had a nickel for every time I’ve heard or seen conservatives pine for a free-speech alternative to Facebook, I could retire a very
wealthy man.  Recently, as we and others have reported, Facebook — the site appropriately dubbed “Iron FistBook” by cartoonist
A.F. Branco — has engaged in what can only be called a digital version of “Kristallnacht,” appearing to target mostly conservatives,
punishing them for daring to earn a living through their hard work. 
 
Whenever we report these abuses — and that’s what they are — conservatives wonder when someone is going to create a free
speech alternative. 
 
The truth is, there’s already several in operation just waiting for you. 
 
take our poll - story continues below 
Should military force be used to stop the caravan of migrants marching toward the U.S. border?   
Latest: CNN op-ed suggests 'sex strike' before midterms to help Democrats 
 
Here’s just a few (with many thanks to our friend Jeff Dunetz, for putting quite a bit of this together): 
 
SITE                              URL     Who Is It For 
Codias       https://www.codias.com         Conservatives 
MEWe     https://mewe.com     All ideologies but no censorship 
Mumbl It          https://www.mumblit.com    #maga and #redwave #trump #patriots! 
Deplorables On Line       http://www.deplorablesonline.us    If you have to ask… 
ProAmerica Only    https://proamericaonly.org/    Conservative patriots, Trump supporters 
Trump Book    https://trumpbookusa.com/    Do you really have to ask? 
Tea Party Community    https://teapartycommunity.org    Conservatives 
Social Cross    https://socialcross.org    Anyone who follows the Judeo-Christian worldview 
Minds    https://www.minds.com/    All ideologies, no censorship 
OneWay    https://oneway.com    Similar to Minds and MeWe, features top conservative news sites 
Gab    https://gab.ai    A Twitter alternative but is currently down 
There are other sites, and we will add them as we find them.  If you know of an alternative not listed here, please let us know in the
comment section below. 
 
Granted, none of these sites have the reach Facebook has.  But think about it — Mark Zuckerberg didn’t start with two billion users. 
 
So what are your choices?  You can jump ship, or maybe you’re one of those who love being under Mark Zuckerberg’s thumb.  Fine
— that’s your choice.  Maybe you like being treated like someone out of George Orwell’s “1984.”  Perhaps you need someone to tell
you what to think, or what you’re allowed to see. 
 
But the choice is yours.  You can use more than one social media site, get off Facebook completely, or stay on Facebook
exclusively.  But if that’s your choice, remember — you’re not a customer, you’re the product. 
 
Worse yet, you’re Facebook’s slave… 
 
And if that’s your choice, don’t complain when you get abused… And trust us, you will. 
 
Facebook thought 
This is a joke, but could it become a reality on Facebook in the future? 
And to be clear, we’d like to see Facebook get squared away, because it is a fantastic tool with great potential.  But the current
enforcement regime — which more resembles the “Thought Police” — looks more like something out of Orwell’s classic novel.  And
it doesn’t appear the company is ever going to change for the better.
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